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ABSTRACT
Domestic environments are particularly challenging for distant
speech recognition: reverberation, background noise and interfering
sources, as well as the propagation of acoustic events across adjacent
rooms, critically degrade the performance of standard speech pro-
cessing algorithms. In this application scenario, a crucial task is the
detection and localization of speech events generated by users within
the various rooms. A specific challenge of multi-room environments
is the inter-room interference that negatively affects speech activity
detectors. In this paper, we present and compare different solutions
for the multi-room speech activity detection task. The combina-
tion of a model-based room-independent speech activity detection
module with a room-dependent inside/outside classification stage,
based on specific features, provides satisfactory performance. The
proposed methods are evaluated on a multi-room, multi-channel
corpus, where spoken commands and other typical acoustic events
occur in different rooms.

Index Terms— Speech activity detection, smart homes, micro-
phone arrays.

1. INTRODUCTION

In smart home environments, far-field speech-based interaction with
devices and appliances is viewed as a key differentiator in a contin-
uously growing market; thus, automatic speech recognition (ASR)
based solutions have been progressively entering this application
field. However, critical issues related to typical usage scenarios (e.g.,
spontaneous speech and uncontrolled acoustic conditions) present
obstacles to the development of reliable voice-based interfaces.

A particularly interesting solution for improving overall robust-
ness is the adoption of a network of distributed microphones, aiming
to mitigate the impact of reverberation and background noises on
spoken dialogue home automation systems. Such an approach has
been the focus of the DIRHA project [1], where the targeted system
selectively monitors speech activity in the household, detects and
understands voice commands, and acts as the interface for appliance
control. In this direction, coherent processing of multi-microphone
signals to detect and properly process concurrent speech events in
different rooms becomes of critical importance.

The research leading to these results has partially received funding from
the European Union’s 7th Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under
grant agreement n. 288121 - DIRHA.

In this paper, we focus on multi-room speech activity detection
(SAD) for home automation applications. Since the system must op-
erate in an always-listening mode to satisfy the hands-free concept,
it becomes crucial to correctly estimate not only the time bound-
aries of the speech events to be recognized, but also the position
of the speaker, at least at the room level, in order to correctly pro-
ceed in the dialogue flow [2, 3]. This aspect is extremely important:
Since multiple concurrent interactions could be active in parallel,
the dialogue manager must be able to establish which appliance has
to be operated, deriving from the acoustic front-end the informa-
tion about the room where the user is located. Additionally, ASR
can benefit from optimal channel selection among the microphone-
equipped rooms [4]. Indeed, as already pointed out in [5–9], various
approaches can be successfully applied on multi-channel data, since
spatial processing can effectively exploit the information available
about the desired sources. Further, results in [4, 10] demonstrate
the challenges presented to far-field ASR in multi-room environ-
ments, specifically showing the crucial impact of SAD in a multi-
microphone spoken dialogue system. In particular, [11] focuses on
the importance of room localization to ASR performance.

Our proposed solution for multi-room SAD is based on an
effective two-pass strategy: First, speech segment hypotheses are
obtained employing room-independent classifiers; the derived seg-
ments are then “filtered” based on a number of acoustic features,
in order to identify speech events occurring in each room of the
smart home. Such features are computed for each room, using
its available microphones to provide signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
cross-correlation, and envelope variance measurements that are fed
into an appropriate room-level classifier. We evaluate our proposed
approach on the DIRHA-GRID corpus [12], a suitable multi-room,
multi-channel simulated corpus. Our reported results demonstrate
significant performance improvements over a number of alternatives.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we formulate the SAD problem in a multi-room scenario, and we
present our proposed system and the room selection features used.
In Section 3, we overview the database and experimental framework,
a number of alternative systems to compare against, and present our
results. Finally, in Section 4, we conclude the paper.

2. FORMULATION AND PROPOSED APPROACH

The smart home setup adopted in the DIRHA project includes 40
microphones that record data synchronously and are distributed in-
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Fig. 1. The layout of the DIRHA smart home (approximately 10 ×
9 × 2.7 m3 in size) with locations of the 40 microphones in its five
rooms shown (on the apartment walls and ceilings). Squares and
arrows (in color) indicate the possible positions and orientations of
acoustic events in the DIRHA-GRID simulated database [12].

side five rooms of an actual apartment; of these, 15 are located in
the Livingroom, 13 in the Kitchen, 7 in the Bedroom, 3 in the Bath-
room, and the remaining 2 in the Corridor, as depicted in Fig. 1. All
microphones are placed on the room walls, with the exception of the
Kitchen and Livingroom that are each also equipped with a ceiling
array of 6 microphones, arranged in a star-like fashion.

2.1. Problem formulation

Let us denote1 by x r
m(t) the signal captured by the m-th microphone

( m = 1, . . . , Mr ) of the r-th room ( r = 1, . . . , R ) of the smart
home, and by xt = [ x1

1(t) , . . . , x 1
M1(t) , . . . , xR

1 (t) , . . . , x R
MR

(t) ]
the multi-channel vector consisting of all microphone signals.

For room-dependent SAD, we are interested in detecting
speech events occurring in a specific room, neglecting any other
non-speech or speech events produced in other rooms. Defining our
speech/non-speech model with 2 states, S0 (for speech) and S1 (for
non-speech), and given the observation vector X = [x1 , . . . ,xT ] ,
the goal is to derive state sequences Qr = [ qr

1 , . . . , q r
T ] , for each

room r ∈ {1 , . . . , R} , where qr
t ∈ {S0 , S1} , that maximize their

joint conditional probability p (Q1, . . . , QR|X).
In contrast, for room-independent SAD, the goal is to find the

sequence of states Q′ = [ q1 , . . . , q T ] that maximizes probability
p (Q′|X) . The resulting state sequence represents a speech/non-
speech segmentation for the entire home. This of course constitutes
a simpler case than room-dependent SAD, since there is no need
to address possible interference among rooms or concurrent speech
events, but, as also mentioned in the Introduction, may be inadequate
for multi-room smart home automation applications.

2.2. System overview

Our proposed approach operates in two steps, as schematically de-
picted in Fig. 2. In the first step, a speech/non-speech segmentation
is obtained for the entire home using a room-independent SAD mod-
ule. In the second step, the resulting speech segments are further
processed in order to decide whether they occurred inside or outside
a given room. This step employs support vector machine (SVM)
classifiers, and it relies on a set of carefully crafted room selection
features. Details are discussed in the next subsections.

1 We use such notation for the signal (and time index), denoting either
signal samples or windowed signals (with corresponding subsampling of the
time index), depending on the required derivations.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed room-dependent SAD system.

2.3. Room-independent SAD

The multi-stream Gaussian mixture model (MS-GMM) based SAD
system of [13] exploits multi-channel data to produce a room-
independent speech/non-speech segmentation. Given a set of GMMs
(for speech and non-speech), denoted by λr

m , each trained on data
of a single microphone channel m in room r , the log-likelihood of
room-independent speech/non-speech state qt , given multi-channel
observations xt , is accumulated as:

L( qt |xt ) =

RX
r=1

MrX
m=1

log p ( qt |xr
m(t) ; λr

m ) . (1)

Viterbi decoding is then employed to derive the most likely speech/non-
speech state sequence Q′.

2.4. Room selection features

As a result of the above step, a number of speech event segments are
produced, defined by their starting and ending time stamps, (ts, te) .
In the second step of the proposed approach, three room-selection
features are defined over such segments, computed for each room of
the smart home. These features are chosen based on the expectation
that speech signals originating from outside a room typically exhibit
lower energy and higher reverberation characteristics, compared to
speech events occurring inside the room.

2.4.1. K-best room SNR dominance (K-SNRD)

To compute this feature, for a given speech segment, the system first
estimates

SNR r
m(ts, te) =

ts+∆tX
t=ts

x r
m(t) 2

tsX
t=ts−∆t

x r
m(t) 2

, (2)

for each microphone m in room r , where ∆t is a parameter that
controls the amount of speech and silence considered in the SNR
estimation. Subsequently, microphone set MK is determined, con-
sisting of the K channels with the highest SNRs of (2); and, finally,
the K-best room SNR dominance feature (K-SNRD) for room r is
computed as the difference between the sum of SNR values for the
microphones of set MK that belong to room r and the sum of SNRs
of microphones in MK that belong to the other rooms, namely:

σ r(ts , te) =
X

m∈MK

SNR r
m(ts , te)−

X
r′ 6=r

X
m∈MK

SNR r′
m (ts , te) . (3)

2.4.2. Room microphone cross-correlation (Coh)

The inter-microphone cross-correlation function is a good estimator
of the degree of reverberation of a signal [14]. For a signal window
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Fig. 3. Histograms of the “5-SNRD”, “Coh”, and “EV” features, introduced in Section 2.4, for speech occurring inside and outside the
DIRHA smart home Bedroom (see also Fig. 1), for the “test1” set of the DIRHA-GRID corpus (see also Section 3.1).

starting at a given time t , we denote the maximum value of inter-
microphone cross-correlation as:

c r
m m′(t) = max

τ
R x r

mx r
m′(τ, t) , (4)

where m , m′ are two adjacent microphones in the same room r ,
and R x r

mx r
m′(τ, t) is the cross-correlation between windowed sig-

nals x r
m(t) and x r

m′(t), with τ denoting the time lag. The quantity
in (4) is expected to reach high values when an acoustic event occurs
inside room r , where microphones m and m′ are located, compared
to events occurring outside it, in which case, direct source to room
microphone propagation paths do not exist [11].

For a given speech segment, our system computes (4) between
pairs of adjacent microphones over fixed-size sliding windows in-
side the segment. Then, the final cross-correlation feature C r(ts, te)
for room r and segment (ts , te) is obtained by averaging over the
segment the maximum cross-correlation among all pairs of adjacent
microphones m , m′ in room r (denoted below as m , m′∈ r ):

C r(ts , te) = avg
t∈(ts,te)


max
m,m′∈ r

c r
m m′(t)

ff
. (5)

Note that this feature uses the simple cross-correlation function in-
stead of its generalized versions [15], in order to also take advantage
of the signal energy attenuation.

2.4.3. Room envelope variance (EV)

The distortion measure proposed in [16], named envelope variance
(EV), is based on the idea that reverberation smooths the short-time
speech energy, so its effect may be observed as a reduction in the
dynamic range of the corresponding envelope. This measure has
been shown to be a good indicator of the amount of reverberation in
each microphone for automatic channel selection purposes [16]. To
obtain the EV, first the k-th sub-band envelope of channel m at time
t is computed as:

X̂ r
m(k, t) = e

log[X r
m(k,t)]−µlog[Xr

m(k)] ,

where Xr
m(k, t) is the short-time filter-bank energy (FBE), and

quantity µlog[Xr
m(k)] denotes the mean of the log-FBE of each

sub-band, computed over time. Such normalization allows for con-
stant channel effects removal. Then, the variance of each sub-band
envelope is computed after cube root compression:

V r
m(k) = Var [ X̂r

m(k, t)1/3 ] ,

and the weighted average variance over all sub-bands as:

EV r
m =

X
k

w r
m(k)

V r
m(k)

max
r′∈{1,...,R}
m′∈{1,...,Mr′}

˘
V r′

m′ (k)
¯ , (6)

where wr
m(k) are the sub-band weights that are usually set to 1/n ,

with n being the number of sub-bands.
In this work, we define the room envelope variance as the max-

imum value of the envelope variance (6) over all microphones in
room r (denoted below as m ∈ r ). In practice, we compute it in
fixed-size sliding windows (extending notation of (6) to EV r

m(t) ),
and averaging the result; namely, for a given segment (ts , te) , the
“room EV” is computed as:

EV r(ts , te) = avg
t∈(ts,te)


max
m∈r

EV r
m(t)

ff
. (7)

2.5. Feature combination for room selection

The features introduced above provide significant room discrimina-
tion information as shown in Fig. 3, which depicts histograms of the
feature values obtained for speech segments inside and outside a par-
ticular room of the DIRHA-GRID corpus (see Section 3.1). There-
fore, in the second step of our proposed system, we proceed to ex-
ploit them for room localization.

In particular, using the features of (3), (5), and (7), for each room
r , and for each segment ( ts , te ) returned by the room-independent
SAD, we form the 3-dimensional feature vector

θ r(ts , te) = [ σ r(ts , te) , C r(ts , te) , EV r(ts , te) ] . (8)

Further, in order to jointly process the observations from all rooms,
we perform early fusion by concatenating all room-specific feature
vectors (8) into a single one. This yields a 3R-dimensional vector
for the segment of interest,

θ(ts , te) = [ θ 1(ts , te) , . . . , θR(ts , te) ] . (9)

Based on feature vector (9), a linear SVM classifier is trained
for each room to discriminate between speech segments inside it
vs. outside. The outputs of these classifiers determine the final
room-dependent segmentation Qr , defined in Section 2.1. Note
that the adoption of R parallel classifiers allows for the detection of
multiple overlapping events in different rooms.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

3.1. Experimental framework: Database and metrics

For evaluating our proposed approach, we conduct experiments on
the DIRHA-GRID corpus [12], a multi-microphone, multi-room
simulated database, developed as part of the DIRHA project activ-
ities. This database contains a set of acoustic scenes of one-minute
each in duration, “observed” by the 40 microphone channels dis-
tributed in the DIRHA apartment, following appropriate mixing of
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Table 1. Evaluation of room-independent SAD modules on DIRHA-
GRID test data. All results (F-score, precision, and recall) are in %.

System (classifier) F-score Prec. Recall
Baseline (GMM) 84.49 79.09 90.67
Contrastive 2 (MLP) 83.07 75.00 93.09
Proposed (MS-GMM) 90.79 95.33 86.68

source material with measured room impulse responses. Each acous-
tic scene is composed of both speech, i.e., short English commands
from the GRID database [17], and non-speech acoustic events, i.e.,
typical home noises. Both speech and non-speech events can take
place in any of the microphone-equipped rooms, occurring randomly
in time and space, within a specified set of possible source locations
and orientations (see also Fig. 1). In particular, a variable number of
short commands (ranging from 4 to 7) appear in each acoustic scene.
Overlap in time between speech and non-speech sources is possible,
while overlap between speech sources is not allowed. The corpus is
divided into 3 chunks (“dev1”, “test1”, and “test2”) containing 75
acoustic sequences each, with 12 different speakers (6 male and 6
female) appearing in each. In our experiments, we use the “dev1”
set for training speech/non-speech models and for feature extraction
parameter tuning. We employ the remaining two sets (“test1” and
“test2”, totaling 150 sequences) for evaluation.

For reporting results, we adopt the recall, precision, and F-score
metrics, all computed at the frame level (every 10 ms). In the room-
independent case, we evaluate one SAD output, i.e., sequence of
time-stamped speech events, over the entire apartment for all 150
acoustic test sequences. For room-dependent SAD, we typically
evaluate five SAD outputs (one per room) for all 150 acoustic scenes.

3.2. Evaluated systems

In addition to our proposed two-step room-dependent SAD system,
for comparison, we also evaluate an alternative baseline for room-
independent SAD and two contrastive room-dependent systems.

3.2.1. Implementation details of the two-step proposed system

The 40 GMMs (one for each microphone) of the first step of our sys-
tem (see Section 2.3) operate on the typical acoustic front-end of 13-
dimensional MFCCs with their ∆’s and ∆∆’s appended, extracted
over 25 ms frames with a 10 ms shift. Each class model (speech/non-
speech) employs 32 Gaussians with diagonal covariances.

Regarding room selection features (Section 2.4), in (2), ∆t is
set to 0.5 s. Further, in (5), 100 ms windows with a 25 ms shift are
used, and, in (7), 600 ms windows with a 50 ms shift. Note that
the dimensionality of feature vector (9), used in SVM-based room
selection, is 15, when all five smart home rooms are considered, or
12, in case the Corridor is excluded (see also Section 3.3).

3.2.2. Room-independent SAD baseline

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of channel fusion in our
proposed approach (see (1) in Section 2.3), a simple alternative for
room-independent SAD is considered. This baseline employs R
room-specific speech/non-speech GMMs, each trained on a single
representative microphone of the corresponding room, using an iden-
tical front-end and model complexity, as discussed in Section 3.2.1.
The system produces separate room-dependent speech/non-speech
state sequences using the Viterbi algorithm (thus, 5 sequences are
obtained), with the final, room-independent segmentation resulting
as the union of the speech event hypotheses generated for each room.

Table 2. Room-dependent SAD performance (in F-score, %) on the
DIRHA-GRID test data, when employing the various room selection
features of Section 2.4 in the second step of the proposed method,
assuming ground-truth room-independent SAD boundaries. Results
are depicted for each of the five rooms of the smart home of Fig. 1.

Features Liv. Kitch. Bath. Bed. Cor.
5-SNRD 62.03 72.55 29.32 79.57 12.50

Coh 84.78 89.38 91.96 89.88 22.34
EV 85.56 90.55 79.50 88.70 23.76
all 88.55 93.26 95.02 91.90 25.86

3.2.3. Contrastive 1: Single-step room-dependent SAD with GMMs

As an alternative to the proposed, we consider a single-step system
that employs three-state GMMs (3s-GMM), one for each room. In
particular, one state is used to model “speech inside” the room, an-
other “speech outside” it, and a third “non-speech”. Similarly to
Section 3.2.2, a single microphone for each room is considered, and
room-dependent audio stream segmentations are obtained by Viterbi
decoding (considering the three possible states). For the final room-
dependent SAD, events labeled as “speech outside” are set to “non-
speech” for that particular room.

3.2.4. Contrastive 2: Two-step room-dependent SAD with MLPs

We also consider the system of [18], which, instead of GMMs,
employs multi-layer perceptron (MLP) models, followed by a finite
state machine decoder, for speech/non-speech segmentation. In
more detail, this constitutes a two-step system, where, first, seg-
mentations for each room are obtained based on MLPs and channel
combination via majority voting. Then, as a second step, simple
strategies using EV measures are exploited to “filter” speech seg-
ments as occurring inside or outside each room, thus yielding the
desired room-dependent SAD. Note that the output of the first stage
can also provide room-independent SAD, based on the union of the
initial MLP segmentations per room.

3.3. Experimental results

We first evaluate room-independent SAD performance of the sys-
tems discussed above (typically, their first steps), presenting results
in Table 1. One can readily observe that in terms of F-score, the MS-
GMM based proposed method achieves approximately a 40% rela-
tive error reduction compared to the baseline GMM approach of Sec-
tion 3.2.2, improving F-score from 84.49% of the latter to 90.79%.
Clearly, exploiting all 40 microphones (instead of one per room)
and fusing likelihood scores by (1), as opposed to fusion of single-
microphone SAD outputs, improves performance significantly.

Regarding room-dependent SAD, we first investigate the capac-
ity of the proposed room selection features of Section 2.4 to dis-
criminate between speech occurring inside or outside a room, given
the room-independent segmentation. Table 2 reports the SVM-based
classification performance (in terms of F-score) of different feature
sets for each room of the DIRHA smart home, using ground-truth
room-independent SAD boundaries. In all single feature cases, 5-
dimensional vectors are produced (one feature per room), yielding
15-dimensional vectors when all 3 feature sets are considered (see
also (9)). Clearly, the combined feature vector outperforms any sin-
gle feature set, suggesting that different features carry complemen-
tary information for room selection. In addition, we can observe a
large performance drop in the case of the Corridor, compared to the
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Table 3. Evaluation of room-dependent SAD systems on DIRHA-
GRID test data. All results (F-score, precision, and recall) are in %.
In all cases, all five rooms are considered, with the exception of the
last row, where the Corridor is excluded (R = 4).

System F-score Prec. Recall
Contrastive 2 (MLP), 1st step only 40.92 26.29 92.31
Proposed (MS-GMM), 1st step only 49.27 35.32 81.47
Contrastive 1 (3s-GMM) 60.23 52.69 70.30
Contrastive 2 (MLP), both steps 57.61 48.22 71.56
Proposed (MS-GMM), both steps 74.46 68.50 81.58
MS-GMM / MLP, and 2nd step 75.01 69.49 81.50
MS-GMM / MLP, and 2nd step (R=4) 84.27 86.37 82.28

other rooms. This is not surprising, as this is not a typical room, but
more like a hallway in the center of the apartment, exposed to sounds
coming from all other rooms. Consequently, it is subject to higher
false alarm rates.

Finally, in Table 3, we present results for room-dependent SAD.
The upper part of the table shows performance of single-step meth-
ods. Note that the “Contrastive 1” system that employs 3-state
GMMs performs significantly better, since it is designed to yield
room-localization within its single step, by introducing the third
GMM state. In contrast, the first step of the proposed and “Con-
trastive 2” systems are more prone to introduce false alarms (low
precision), as rooms are processed independently. Next, in the re-
maining parts of the table, we show results for various two-step
methods. The proposed method exhibits a remarkable segmentation
performance, attaining an approximately 35% relative error reduc-
tion in terms of F-score, compared to the best single-step system
(“Contrastive 1”). Such is mostly because of a dramatic increase in
precision, due to the second step. Further, the proposed approach
also outperforms the “Contrastive 2” system. Nevertheless, since
the two methods employ different classifiers, it is of interest to con-
sider their combination within the first step, aiming to obtain more
accurate room-independent speech segments, before proceeding to
their processing at the second step of the proposed method. Such
combination is performed by a simple speech label intersection of
their first-step segmentation outputs, and, as observed in the table,
provides an additional slight improvement in precision and F-score.
Results can of course further improve, if the Corridor is excluded in
the evaluation, as observed in the last row of Table 3.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a multi-channel, two-step approach to address
speech activity detection in multi-room domestic environments,
where (possibly concurrent) speech events in separate rooms need
to be detected, robustly addressing cross-room interference. The
presented system produces first a multi-channel, room-independent
speech/non-speech segmentation that is subsequently localized in
the smart home room(s), based on a novel set of room selection
features. Experiments on a multi-room, multi-channel corpus
of simulated audio recordings demonstrate the superiority of the
proposed approach against alternatives, yielding absolute F-score
improvements of at least 15%.
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